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Festivals

Inspite of exams, students of class III prepared beautiful

drawings of the forthcoming festivals Mahashivratri and Holi.
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Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat

That School took the initiative to enhance
understanding of the diversity of India
within the student community;
multifarious activities have been carried
out for over two years now to promote a
structured cultural connect in the areas of
language, culture, tradition, tourism,
cuisine, dances etc of various states under
this programme.
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Hindi

In Hindi various activities were conducted like story

telling based on lessons, slogan writing on Hindi Diwas

and self composed poem on topic money to enhance

listening and communication skills.



Maths

Students have learnt the application of

mathematical concepts like fractions,

division, money and measurement in day

to day life.
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EVS & English

Integrated learning helped the students to
enhance their knowledge, skills and again
concepts.

Students learnt to compose
poem by integrating Maths
topic- money with English. They
were also able to enhance their
creative writing skills.



Learning throughout the year – General Fitness & Yoga

The children were taught asanas, meditation, physical fitness with an

aim to increase their immunity, flexibility and her physical exercises

were also taught with an aim to increase their fitness level to make

them active and strong.



Parents’ Feedback

It was indeed very overwhelming

experience while reading each and

every feedback given by the parents.



CLASS III (2020-2021)

Dear Parents & Students,

I wholeheartedly thank all of you for your valuable support and cooperation for making this online teaching

and learning program a grand success. Our successful and vibrant learning journey will continue further in

the new session.

Best Wishes


